The grid nudging technique is often used in regional climate dynamical downscaling to make the simulated large-scale fields consistent with the driving fields. In this study, we focused on two specific questions about grid nudging: (1) which nudged variable has a larger impact on the downscaling results; and (2) what is the "optimal" grid nudging strategy for each nudged variable to achieve better downscaling result during summer over the mainland China. To solve these queries, 41 three-month-long simulations for the summer of 2009 and 2010 were performed using the Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) to downscale National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Final Operational Global Analysis (FNL) data to a 30-km horizontal resolution. The results showed that nudging horizontal wind or temperature had significant influence on the simulation of almost all conventional meteorological elements, while nudging water vapor mainly affected the precipitation, humidity, and 500 hPa temperature. As a whole, the optimal nudging time was one hour or three hours for nudging wind, three hours for nudging temperature, and one hour for nudging water vapor. The optimal nudged level was above the planetary boundary layer for almost every nudged variable. Despite these findings, it should be noted that the optimum nudging scheme varied with simulated regions and layers, and dedicated research for different regions, seasons, and model configuration is advisable.
Introduction
Due to low temporal-spatial resolutions, global climate models (GCMs) and reanalysis data often cannot meet the requirements for the analysis of regional scale information [1] [2] [3] [4] . To obtain regional meteorological and climate datasets with a high temporal-spatial resolution, downscaling is usually conducted. Popular downscaling methods include statistical downscaling and dynamical downscaling [5] [6] [7] [8] . The former is based on statistical relationships between large-and fine-scale climate information to obtain regional or local atmospheric structures, while the latter nests a regional fine-grid model to GCMs or reanalysis data. The statistical downscaling needs to have enough observation data to establish a statistical model, and is invalid in regions where large-scale climate elements are not correlated with regional climate elements. On the one hand, the dynamical downscaling process is forced by the large-scale fields, such as GCMs or reanalysis data. On the other hand, it uses regional climate models (RCMs) to add more detailed descriptions of physical processes, topography, and land coverage of a regional scale.
The results of dynamical downscaling are influenced by many factors. These factors may be classified into two categories. The first is the defect of physical processes in RCMs, including cloud 2 of 23 microphysical processes, land-atmosphere interaction and cumulus convection process etc. [9] . And the second is the choice of initial conditions, boundary conditions, and simulated domains [2] . Due to the influence of the above-mentioned factors, dynamical downscaling contains errors and uncertainties, which accumulate for the integration of RCMs continuously, and make the results of dynamical downscaling gradually deviate from the driving large-scale field. Newtonian relaxation or nudging is a good method to solve this problem as it can effectively assure the dynamic consistency between the simulated large-scale field and the driving field [2, [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Developed initially for data assimilation, nudging techniques are being increasingly used in regional climate dynamical downscaling. The concrete method is to increase external forcing in one or a few prediction equations in a period before the start of prediction, which makes the model solution approximate to the observation data and realizes dynamic coordination among variables to raise the prediction effect of the model and achieve the purpose of assimilation. The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model is a new-generation meso-scale numerical prediction system jointly developed by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) in the United States, etc. In recent years, it has been widely used as a regional climate model to achieve downscaling analysis [10, 14, 15] . Currently, the nudging assimilation methods of the WRF model applied in the dynamical downscaling process mainly include grid nudging [16] and spectral nudging [11] . The parameters affecting grid nudging simulation results mainly include the choice of nudged variables and nudging time, whether nudging is used in all atmosphere layers, etc.
Recently, research on the nudging application and comparison of two nudging schemes (grid nudging and spectral nudging) has been very common [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] ; however, a consistent conclusion is still lacking. Logically, spectral nudging is superior to grid nudging [24] , but many findings [17, 22, 23] have shown that, in some cases, grid nudging is better than spectral nudging. However, the two methods nudge different variables: the default nudged variables of grid nudging in WRF are horizontal wind, potential temperature, and water vapor mixing ratio; and spectral nudging nudges geopotential height instead of humidity. To compare these simply is difficult and insufficiently comprehensive. Apart from the different nudged variables, grid nudging is sensitive to nudging time. Spectral nudging is not sensitive to nudging time but sensitive to cut-off wavelength [18] ; and the wavelength cannot be set separately for each nudged variable. Considering both of grid nudging and spectral nudging would make it difficult to compare and analyze the role of each nudging parameter. Based on this, the grid nudging was only considered in this study. For grid nudging, it should be first considered that the influence of different nudged variables on the simulated meteorological elements and how to select the nudged variables to achieve a better simulation. Few studies have focused on this issue. Pohl and Crétat et al. [25] explored the impact of nudged variables on the simulation of tropical deep atmospheric convection in the WRF model, and discovered nudging temperature was the most efficient way to reduce bias, that nudging horizontal wind increased the covariance between simulations and daily observations, while the model's internal variability was drastically reduced and relied heavily on nudged variables and nudging time. Omrani et al. [26] used "Big-Brother experiment" to inspect the influence of nudged variables on regional model downscaling under ideal conditions and discovered nudging tropospheric horizontal wind was the most effective way to improve the simulations of surface temperature, wind, and precipitation. Moreover, nudging tropospheric temperature also had certain positive effect. Nudging tropospheric wind or temperature could directly improve the simulation of geopotential height field, while nudging water vapor improved the simulation of precipitation but did not obviously improve other variables. However, the above-mentioned studies only paid attention to tropical zones, or were based on an ideal test. To consider the impact of nudged variables on dynamical downscaling over the mainland China, further research is needed.
In addition, grid nudging is sensitive to nudging parameters [18] . However, most research [10, 21, 27 ] still adopted the default nudging schemes, while only a few studies [10, 13, 17, 18, 25, 28] have discussed the sensitivity of nudging time and nudged layer. For nudging time, Salameh et al.
[13] used a toy model, verified the significant impact of nudging time on regional climate simulation, and predicted the existence of the optimum nudging time that could more effectively resolve small-scale processes not described in GCMs. Bullock et al. [18] applied the nudging method in the WRF model and indicated that an appropriate setting of nudging time could effectively improve the simulation of surface temperature and wind speed. Bowden et al. [17] compared the influence of nudging time on the simulations of meteorological elements and discovered that an increase in nudging time increased variability, but with greater bias. Furthermore, the study put forth the demand for choosing nudging strategy to balance the accuracy and variability of the simulation results. Current researches only stated the change in nudging time will affect simulation results, while few studies discussed which nudging time was more suitable for the simulation of a specific region and variable. For the nudged layer, Lo et al. [10] used WRF with a grid spacing of 36 km over the conterminous U.S. to compare the nudging throughout the whole atmospheric column to the nudging above the planetary boundary layer (PBL) when downscale the NCEP Final Operational Global Analysis (FNL) data. Results indicated the two nudging experiments resulted in much difference in simulated precipitation, nudging above the PBL performed better than nudging all layers. Pohl and Cretat et al. [25] also pointed out that this was less true below the PBL, more turbulent by nature and where the relaxation should be switched off. However, whether there is a more appropriate nudged level or not is still an issue that is yet been discussed. Against this background, this work focuses on selecting an optimum nudging scheme according to practical simulation demand.
Meanwhile, under the background of vast territory and special climate of the mainland China, how to better set nudging parameters to improve the downscaling results of RCMs has become an important issue. Considering the applicability of analysis data varies with area, this may result in variant optimum nudging schemes in different areas, so discussing a set of nudging parameters by area is more appropriate. For the simulated season, the summer is a disaster-prone season, and there are many uncertainties for the research of summer. Thus, the summer is selected to study. In this study, 41 sensitivity experiments with a grid spacing of 30 km over conterminous China were conducted to investigate the performance of grid nudging with different nudging parameters (nudged variables, layers, and nudging time) during summer using one-degree FNL data and the WRF model. It is expected that, by sensitivity analysis to the nudging parameters, reference nudging schemes would be obtained. This paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 describes grid nudging, the experimental set-up, evaluation data, and methods. Section 3 investigates the sensitivity of the nudged variables, layers, and nudging time, and provides referential nudging schemes. Finally, the discussion and conclusions are presented in Section 4.
Data and Methods

Grid Nudging
This study used the nudging technique introduced by Hoke and Anthest [29] , which is based on an empirical 4D data assimilation method. The core approach is to relax the model state towards the observation by adding a non-physical term to one or a few prediction equations. This nudging term is proportional to the difference between the prediction and the observation. In WRF, the popular nudging methods used for dynamical downscaling include grid nudging and spectral nudging. For grid nudging, each grid-point is nudged towards a value that is time-interpolated from analyses. Spectral nudging only drives the RCM on selected spatial scales, and allows model small scales to evolve with no nudging.
In our work, the grid nudging method was adopted. As discussed in Stauffer and Seaman [30] , this grid nudging technique was implemented through an extra tendency term in the nudged variable's equations, e.g.,
α is the flux form of variable α, where p * = p − p ; p is the surface pressure; and p is the constant pressure at the top of the model. F(α, x, t) represents the physical forcing terms, where x is the independent spatial variable and t is time. G is a timescale controlling the nudging strength applied to variable α (G = 1/t′, t′ is the nudging timescale, unit: s). Furthermore, W specifies the horizontal, vertical, and time weighting, where W = w w w . The analysis quality factor, ϵ, which ranges between 0 and 1, is based on the quality and distribution of the data used to produce the gridded analysis. α denotes the observation analyzed to the grid and interpolated linearly in time to t. In WRF, α can be the zonal and meridian wind components (u, v), the potential temperature (θ), or the water vapor mixing ratio (q). Various nudged variables adjust corresponding variables with Equation (1) in each grid-point of WRF. Through the constraint of model internal equations, other meteorological fields are updated simultaneously. Nudging strength, also known as the nudging coefficient, is controlled by the relaxation time, and the smaller the nudging time t′, the stronger the nudging strength and the closer the RCM analysis field α to the observation field α . Nudged layers decide which height the nudging technique is applied.
Experimental Setup
The model used in this study was the 3.6.1 version of the WRF (ARW) model. The simulation was performed over a large domain covering East Asia (Figure 1a ) with 260 × 220 horizontal grid points with a 30 km single grid and 28 vertical levels. The model top was at 10 hPa, and the integration time step was set to 150 s. The main physical options included the WRF double moment 6-class microphysical parameterization [31] , the CAM longwave and shortwave radiation [32] , the unified Noah land surface model [33] , the Kain-Fritsch convective parameterization [34] , the Yonsei University planetary boundary layer scheme [35] , and the Community Land Model version 4.5 lake scheme [36, 37] . The experiments used the grid nudging method and assimilated NCEP FNL data with a 6 h interval between analysis times. The relaxation variables included uv, θ, and q. The 1° × 1° FNL data also provided initial and boundary fields for the model. The boundary conditions and sea surface temperature (SST) data were updated every 6 h. The model was integrated from 22 May to 1 September in 2009 and 2010. As per Tang et al. [38] and Lo et al. [10] , the initial 10 days were considered as a spin-up period, so only results for 1 June-1 September were used in the analysis. The simulation results in 2010 were used for analysis, and the simulation results in 2009 were used to verify the universality of the referential nudging schemes obtained prior.
From the research of Pohl et al. [25] and Omrani et al. [26] , each nudged variable did not have equally important role in the simulated meteorological fields, and even the nudging of some variables did not work or produced a negative effect. Thus, this study basically started with single variable nudged. In this study, a set of 41 simulations was performed for summer 2009 and 2010, including non-nudging experiments (also known as traditional downscaling experiments, or CTL) and nudging experiments with varying single nudged variables (u, v, θ, and q), nudging time (1 h, 3 h, 6 h, 12 h, and 24 h), and nudged levels (above the planetary boundary layer, above 850 hPa, above 700 hPa, and above 500 hPa) as shown in Table 1 . Among them, nudging time changed with modification to the nudging coefficient. Nudging times of 1 h, 3 h, 6 h, 12 h, and 18 h were approximately equal to nudging coefficients of 3 × 10 −4 , 1 × 10 −4 , 5 × 10 −5 , 2.5 × 10 −5 , and 1.7 × 10 −5 , respectively. Nudged level was changed by the adjustment of the model level below which nudging was switched off, and the layers of 850 hPa, 700 hPa, and 500 hPa were approximately equal to the model level of 7, 10, and 13, respectively. Groups 1 and 2 were performed for summer 2009 and 2010, and Group 3 was performed for summer 2010. Following Lo et al. [10] , nudging of all layers was not considered and nudging above the PBL was treated as the default nudged layer.
First, the influence of nudged variables on simulation of meteorological elements near the surface (precipitation, 2 m temperature, 2 m relative humidity, and 10 m wind speed) and at 500 hPa (temperature, wind speed, geopotential height, and relative humidity) was analyzed, under the conditions that nudging time was 1 h and nudged levels were above the PBL. Next, different nudging time and nudged levels were performed to discuss the sensitivity to nudging settings for simulated meteorological elements near the surface and at sounding standard layers (1000, 925, 850, 700, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200, 150, and 100 hPa). 
Evaluation Data and Methods
To evaluate the impact of nudged variables, the difference of simulated meteorological elements between nudging experiments and CTL was compared here. Considering that different circulation, climate, and terrain characteristics and the inconsistent applicability of the analysis data in different regions may affect nudging performance, the mainland China was divided into eight sub-regions (as per the regional division of Zhao et al. [39] ) to obtain more representative regional results, as shown in Figure 1a . A-H stand for Northeast China, North China, East China, South China, East of Northwest China, West of Northwest China, Southwest China, and Tibet, respectively. Figure 1b shows the topography over the mainland China. For observation data, there were no available grid data except precipitation. Comparing the Precipitation Grid Data Set of China Automatic Station and CMORPH (provided by China Meteorological Data Service Center website) with station data, the results were very close. Therefore, the daily mean meteorological observation data of 838 ground observation stations and the twice daily standard layers detection data of 129 sounding observation stations from the mainland China (provided by China Meteorological Data Service Center website) were used to evaluate the effects of different nudging time and nudged levels. The number of ground stations available for A-H was 124, 111, 132, 105, 78, 67, 187, and 34, respectively. The number of sounding stations for each area was 21, 11, 13, 13, 18, 17, 28, and 8. The location of observation stations is shown in Figure 1c ,d. The main evaluation methods were to interpolate simulation results onto the observation stations, and to quantify the ability of the model to simulate meteorological fields by using root mean square error (RMSE), mean error (ME), and correlation coefficient (CC). Considering the comparison of the overall simulations of different meteorological elements, the mean improvement rate (RATE) based on RMSE is defined here. The definitions of relevant statistical variables are as follows:
where N is the time sample size; m is the regional mean of the simulations at time point i; o is the regional mean of the observations at time point i ; m and o are time means of m and o , respectively; nx is the number of variables; CRMSE is the RMSE of CTL; and NRMSE is the RMSE of the nudging experiment. The RATE, which was a dimensionless amount, could be used to evaluate multivariable simulation results. The calculation of RATE for simulated meteorological elements near the surface was based on precipitation, 2 m temperature, 2 m relative humidity, and 10 m wind speed. The calculation of RATE for meteorological elements at sounding standard layers was based on geopotential height, temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed. A positive RATE meant that the nudging experiment outperformed CTL, and a larger value indicated more significant improvement, and a negative one suggested CTL was better.
For ME, it is noteworthy that positive and negative bias may offset each other during the calculation and cannot accurately reflect simulations. Therefore, ME only indicated whether the simulation over-or under-estimated the mean magnitude of the observations and could not be used as a standard to measure the nudging scheme was good or bad in this study.
To ensure the reliability of the simulated results, a significance t test of CC was conducted, based on the CC of the samples to estimate whether the parents were correlated. The method was to compare the CC and the threshold of CC which is defined as r When CC ≥ r , CC passed the t test. The equation to calculate r is as follows:
where n is the sample size; and t is the statistics t threshold under significance level α, which can be obtained from t-tables. Next, to investigate the universality of the optimal nudging strategy in summer 2010, the RATE of the simulations with the same nudging time schemes in summer 2009 were adopted. In this evaluation, difference and statistical variables were calculated by area.
Results
Sensitivity Analysis to Nudged Variables
To reveal the impact of different nudged variables on the simulation of meteorological elements, the difference of simulated meteorological elements between the nudging experiments and CTL was compared. The difference field of simulated meteorological elements near the surface (seasonal accumulated precipitation, seasonal mean surface temperature, seasonal mean surface wind speed, and seasonal mean relative humidity) over the mainland China in summer 2010 is shown in Figure 2 . Nudging tropospheric uv, θ, or q all had a large influence on the simulation of precipitation. The simulated precipitation was reduced with nudging θ or q in most areas ( Figure  2a ,e,i). In particular, nudging q had a significant impact on the simulation of precipitation in Northeast (A), and, when uv, θ, or q was nudged, the simulated precipitation increased in Tibet (H) and decreased in South China (D). For the simulation of surface temperature (Figure 2b ,f,j), nudging θ had the most significant influence and resulted in the decrease of simulated temperature over almost the whole domain, particularly in East China (C). Nudging uv or q had a weak impact over the mainland China, with the exception of nudging q in Northeast (A). For the simulation of 10 m wind speed (Figure 2c,g,k) , nudging tropospheric uv had the strongest influence and decreased simulated wind speed over the entire domain. The impact of nudging θ was also obvious, and nudging q only notably affected North China (B), East China (C), and South China (D). For the 2 m relative humidity simulation (Figure 2d ,h,l), the simulations increased obviously in Tibet (H) when uv, θ, or q was nudged. In addition, nudging q in Northeast (A) and nudging uv in Southwest (G) also had an apparent impact on the simulations. Figure 3 displays the difference field maps of simulated seasonal mean geopotential height, temperature, wind speed, and relative humidity at 500 hPa between the nudging experiments and CTL. From Figure 3a ,e,i, it was found that for the simulation of geopotential height at 500 hPa, nudging uv had the strongest influence and resulted in the increase of simulated geopotential height throughout the country; whereas nudging q had a sizable impact in Northeast (A) and North China (B); and nudging θ had a small impact. Similar to the 2 m temperature, nudging tropospheric θ had the most obvious influence on simulations of 500 hPa temperature, where nudging uv or q also had significant influence (Figure 3b,f,j) . From Figure 3c ,g,k, it was seen that the assimilation of uv had an obvious impact on the simulation of 500 hPa wind speed, and the assimilation of θ or q only had an apparent influence on simulation in North China (B). For the simulation of wind speed at 500 hPa, in most areas of China, the addition of nudging scheme weakened simulated wind speed at 500 hPa. For the simulation of relative humidity (Figure 3d ,h,l), nudging uv increased simulations in Tibet (H); nudging θ mainly affected simulations in Eastern China (A-D); and nudging q had a strong influence in Southern China (C, D, G, and H). In general, nudging uv, θ, or q affected the simulation of meteorological elements near the surface and at 500 hPa, but the main meteorological elements that were influenced and the intensity were different. Specifically, nudging tropospheric uv affected almost all meteorological elements obviously, except for the negligible influence on the simulation of relative humidity at 500 hPa. Nudging θ also had an obvious influence on the simulation of all meteorological elements except 500 hPa geopotential height and wind. Nudging q had weak influence on almost all variables except precipitation, relative humidity, and 500 hPa temperature. The role of nudging q possessed obvious regional characteristics. For the simulation of precipitation, 2 m temperature, 2 m relative humidity, and geopotential height at 500 hPa, nudging q had a sizable influence in Northeast (A).
Sensitivity Analysis to the Nudging Time
To further reveal the impact of nudging time ′ on meteorological elements near the surface and at different layers, the simulations performed in the absence of nudging and in the presence of nudging with various relaxation time were compared, then apply statistical variables (RATE, ME, and CC) to quantify the effects by area. The RATE of simulated near-surface meteorological elements was calculated and is listed in Table 2 . Of the three nudged variables, nudging θ greatly improved the simulations everywhere, except in Tibet (H). Between nudging uv and q, nudging uv showed more obvious improvement in Northern China (A, B, E, and F), while nudging q showed slightly greater improvement in Southern China (C, D, and G). Of all the concerned areas, the improvement from nudging to the simulated meteorological elements in East China (C) and South China (D) was obviously greater than those in other areas. Specifically, for nudging uv, the simulations benefited the most in Northeast China (A) and Northwest China (E and F) when nudging time was 3 h. Improvement was even greater in North China (B), East China (C), South China (D), and Southwest China (G) when nudging time was 1 h. Furthermore, CTL was better for simulations in Tibet (H). For nudging θ, near-surface meteorological elements were simulated the best when nudging time was 3 h in all areas except North China (B) and Tibet (H). In North China (B) nudging time of 1 h was better, whereas in Tibet (H) the simulations of nudging experiments were worse than that of CTL. For nudging q, improvement was obviously better when nudging time was 1 h in many areas except Northeast China (A), West of Northwest (F), and Tibet (H), where the performance of CTL was better. Figure 4 shows the bars for ME of simulated meteorological elements near the surface. For the simulation of precipitation (Figure 4a-c) , a wet bias occurred over most areas in all experiments regardless of whether nudging was used. Nudging θ or q adopting higher nudging strength (nudging time 1 h or 3 h) extremely reduced the wet bias of precipitation, particularly in South China (D). Nudging uv did not improve precipitation simulations as perfectly as nudging θ or q except in South China (D). For the simulation of surface temperature (Figure 4d-f) , the result simulated from CTL was a cold bias in South China (D), Southwest (G), and Tibet (H) and a warm bias in other areas. Nudging uv or q increased the bias, while nudging θ reduced the warm bias and increased cold bias, particularly in Tibet (H). CTL showed positive bias for the wind speed simulation. The nudging scheme effectively reduced the positive bias of simulated wind speed, and the effect was most significant when nudging time was 1 h or 3 h (Figure 4g-i) . In CTL, the relative humidity simulation showed a negative bias in all areas except South China (D) and Tibet (H) (Figure 4j-l) . When the nudging scheme was adopted, the simulation of relative humidity in Southwest (G) showed a positive bias conversely. Different schemes were also compared in the correlation of near-surface meteorological elements between simulations and observations. Figure 5 shows the CC about precipitation. For CTL, except in Northeast (A) and West of Northwest (F), the simulated precipitation failed in the significance test at 0.1% significance level. With the presence of nudging, the CC was extremely raised and passed the significance test in each sub-region. A comparison of the different nudging schemes showed that, when uv was nudged, nudging time of 1 h and 3 h had the best performance; when θ was nudged, nudging time of 3 h improved the CC the most except in East of Northwest (E) and Southwest (G); and, when q was nudged, nudging time of 1 h had the best result in almost all areas. It was noted that the CC was slightly poorer in West of Northwest (F) and Tibet (H), than that in other sub-regions. The CC of other near-surface meteorological elements showed similar conclusion. Except for the simulated wind speed when q was nudged in North China (B) and East China (C), the simulation results of all other nudging experiments passed the significance test at a 0.1% significance level. To compare the overall simulation results of meteorological elements at different sounding levels, this study selected geopotential height, temperature, wind speed, and relative humidity at each standard layer above the surface and analyzed the RATE when nudging scheme was adopted, the results of which are shown in Table 3 . Overall, when tropospheric θ was nudged, the simulation improved the most, followed by uv and q. For different regions, the nudging scheme showed more improvement in the simulation of meteorological elements in Eastern China (A-D) than that in Western China (E-H). For nudging uv, there was the most dramatic improvement for simulated meteorological elements in all areas except South China (D) when nudging time was 3 h. Furthermore, in South China (D), nudging time of 1 h improved the simulations more. For nudging θ, the advantage was obvious in all areas when nudging time was 3 h. Finally, for nudging q, nudging time of 1 h provided the best performance.
In view of the RATE to simulated meteorological elements in different layers (Figure 6 ), the layers showing apparent improvement were mainly at 850-400 hPa. At lower levels, the nudging scheme showed poor improvement, especially in Northeast (A) and West of Northwest (F), where even a negative effect appeared when q was nudged. The layers that were more influenced by the setting of different nudging time were also at 850-400 hPa, and the improvement of meteorological elements simulation at lower and upper layers was less sensitive to the change of nudging time. Like the results in Table 3 , when an appropriate nudging time was selected, nudging θ improved the simulation the most, and nudging uv was obviously superior to nudging q in Northeast (A), North China (B), and Northwest (E and F). In addition, nudging q at 18 h nudging time nearly appeared the worst performance in each sub-region, especially in West of Northwest (F), where there was always a negative effect from 1000 hPa to 150 hPa. The ME of the simulated meteorological elements at standard sounding layers was analyzed (data not shown). For geopotential height, the results simulated from CTL at upper levels had an obvious positive bias, and low levels had negative bias. Nudging could effectively reduce the negative bias of the simulation at lower levels. For temperature, wind speed, and relative humidity, the simulation of CTL had positive bias, which meant that the simulated temperature was warmer, wind larger and humidity wetter than the observations. Furthermore, the nudging experiments, particularly nudging θ, could effectively reduce the positive bias of simulated temperature, and nudging also obviously reduced the bias of simulated wind speed at low layers. Figure 7 illustrates the CC between the simulation and observation of geopotential height at 500 hPa in each region and scheme. The simulated geopotential height of CTL had a high correction with the observed value except in South China (D), and nudging experiments improved it further. In particular, when uv or θ was nudged, the CC of nudging experiments was close to 1 ( Figure  7a,b) . When uv was nudged, nudging time of 1 h showed the lowest CC, and it was difficult to distinguish which nudging scheme was best; when θ was nudged, nudging time of 3 h provided the best performance; and, when q was nudged, nudging time of 1 h had the highest CC obviously. Comparing the correlation of other meteorological elements between simulations and observations or at other standard layers (not shown), it was concluded that the adoption of nudging scheme could effectively raise the correlations. Except for the simulation of some meteorological elements at 1000 hPa and 925 hPa, all nudged results passed the significance test at a 0.1% significance level. Among the three nudged variables, nudging θ improved the simulations the most, followed by nudging uv, and nudging q. Moreover, nudging improved the simulation of meteorological elements in Eastern China (A-D) more than that in Western China (E-H). To set nudging time, the effect was best when uv was nudged with nudging time of 1 h or 3 h, when θ was nudged with nudging time of 3 h, and q was nudged with nudging time of 1 h. If a simulation was conducted in different areas, the most suitable nudging time for each area could be selected according to Tables 2  and 3 . From the correlation perspective, the simulated meteorological elements that failed in the significance test when nudging technique was not adopted, could almost all pass the significance test at a 0.1% significance level with the presence of nudging, suggesting that the nudged results were highly reliable.
Sensitivity Analysis to the Nudged Levels
By comparing the simulation results of meteorological elements with different nudging time, it is noteworthy that nudging above the PBL obviously improved the simulation of meteorological elements at the upper layers, but was not ideal for simulations near the surface and at lower layers in some areas. Thus, it is further considered if the increase of nudged levels could improve the simulation results of meteorological elements near the surface and at low levels, without affecting the simulations at upper levels. In this section, with the nudging time set as 1 h, four groups of sensitivity experiment were designed: the nudged level of above the PBL; above 850 hPa; above 700 hPa; and above 500 hPa. Statistical variables including RATE, ME, and CC were used to evaluate the sensitivity of the simulations to nudged levels. Table 4 shows the RATE of simulated meteorological elements near the surface with different nudged levels. For nudging tropospheric uv, improvement was especially significant in North China (B), East China (C), and South China (D), when the nudged level was above the PBL. In Northeast (A), East of Northwest (E), and Southwest (G), the simulation result was better when the nudged level was above 850 hPa. However, in Tibet (H), nudging uv showed an adverse effect, and in West of Northwest (F), nudging uv had barely any improvement on near-surface meteorological elements simulations. For nudging θ, except that nudging above the PBL in North China (B), above 700 hPa in South China (D) and Southwest (G) and non-adoption of nudging scheme in Tibet (H) showed a better effect, the improvement was most obvious when the nudged level was above 850 hPa in other areas. For nudging q, the results were similar to the simulations with different nudging time, and the adoption of nudging schemes were not suitable for the simulations in Northeast (A), West of Northwest (F), and Tibet (H). Furthermore, performance was best when the nudged level was above the PBL in other areas. Moreover, the simulations improved the least when the nudged level was above 500 hPa in almost all nudging experiments. In particular, when q was nudged with levels above 500 hPa, the effect was even poorer than that of CTL in most areas. The ME of the simulated near-surface meteorological elements with different nudged levels was analyzed (data not shown). In general, when compared with the observations, the simulated amount of precipitation was larger and the simulated wind speed stronger; however, the simulated relative humidity showed a drier feature in all areas except South China (D), Southwest (G), and Tibet (H). Thus, it was clear that the addition of nudging scheme could greatly reduce the positive bias for the simulation of precipitation and wind speed, especially when the nudged level was above the PBL.
Based on the CC analysis, for the simulation of 2 m wind speed (Figure 8 ), the CTL provided the lowest CC and failed in the significance t test at 0.1% significance level in all areas except West of Northwest (F) and Tibet (H). When uv or θ was nudged, the CC improved extremely; when q was nudged, the improvement was slight poorer. Among the nudged level schemes, nudging above the PBL provided the best performance, and the performance of nudging above 850 hPa was very close to that of nudging above the PBL. Nudging above 500 hPa was worst, especially when q was nudged as the significant test was not passed in almost all areas. For other near-surface meteorological elements (data not shown), the correlation between the simulations and observations also increased dramatically, when the nudged level was above the PBL or 850 hPa. Furthermore, by the significance t test, the confidence level can reach 99.9%. To evaluate the simulation results of meteorological elements at vertical layers, the RATE of simulated meteorological elements at standard layers above the surface was calculated and is shown in Table 5 . For nudging uv, in Northwest (E and F) and Tibet (H), the simulations had higher skills when the nudged level was above 850 hPa, and, in other areas, improvement was even greater when the nudged level was above the PBL. For nudging θ, the best performance was when the nudged level was above the PBL or 850 hPa. In detail, performance was slightly better when the nudged level was above 850 hPa in East China (C), South China (D), and Southwest (G), and the simulation was best when nudged level was above the PBL in other areas. For nudging q, the simulation was perfect in Northeast (A) when the nudged level was above 850 hPa, and even better in other areas when the level was above the PBL. Consistent with the simulations of near-surface meteorological elements, the overall performance was poorest when the nudged level was above 500 hPa. In particular, nudging q above 500 hPa showed little improvement or even a negative effect on the simulated meteorological elements.
Based on the RATE analysis with varying nudged levels at different layers (shown as Figure 9 ), in general, nudging θ showed the best behavior, with obvious improvement on the simulation of meteorological elements at 850-400 hPa when the nudged level was above the PBL. Furthermore, the layers that were sensitive to the varying settings of nudged level were also at 850-400 hPa. In addition, when uv or θ was nudged, nudging above 850 hPa or the PBL provided the best performance and showed a small difference. When q was nudged, the RATE varied widely with different nudged level schemes, and nudging above 500 hPa had the poorest improvement out of all nudging schemes. When the nudged level was above 500 hPa, although the overall effect was not ideal, the improvement of simulated meteorological elements above 500 hPa was still obvious. From the ME analysis for simulated meteorological elements at standard layers with different nudged levels (data not shown), the simulation of geopotential height was higher at the upper levels, and lower at lower levels than the observations. When the nudged level was above the PBL, positive bias was effectively reduced. For temperature, the simulations displayed warm bias as a whole, but nudging θ significantly reduced bias, especially when the nudged level was above the PBL. The simulation of wind speed was also stronger, and nudged simulations had significant improvement at most layers. For relative humidity, when compared with the observation, the simulation was wetter at the upper levels, and drier at low levels. When the nudged level was above the PBL, the negative biases of the simulations at low levels were reduced significantly.
The CC analysis between the simulations and observations of meteorological elements at standard layers (data not shown) revealed that the nudging experiments that adopted different nudged levels significantly improved the correlation between the simulation and observation. In detail, with the exception that the correlation of some meteorological elements at low (1000 hPa and 925 hPa) and upper levels (150 hPa and 100 hPa) could not pass the significance test, the correlation at all other levels passed the significance test at a 0.1% significance level.
The adoption of varying nudged levels showed different effects on simulated meteorological elements near the surface and at standard layers. In general, the optimal nudged level was above the PBL or 850 hPa when uv or θ was nudged and above the PBL when q was nudged. The behavior was poorest in all areas when the nudged level was above 500 hPa. If the simulated domain was divided into different areas, the most suitable nudged levels for different areas could refer to the Tables 4  and 5 . It is noteworthy that for the simulation of meteorological elements near the surface, nudging scheme was not suitable for the simulations in Tibet (H). In addition, in Northeast (A) and West of Northwest (F), the results were better without nudging q. From the perspective of the CC, nudging significantly refined the correlation between the simulation and observation. Meanwhile, almost all simulations of meteorological elements passed the significance test at a 0.1% significance level, suggesting that the simulation results were highly reliable.
Verification of the Optimum Nudging Scheme
In this section, the universality of the above conclusions was verified. The RATE of the simulated meteorological elements near the surface and at standard layers in summer 2009 with varying nudging time was selected as the key variable to evaluate, and the results are shown in Tables  6 and 7 . For the simulation of near-surface meteorological elements (Table 6 ), when uv was nudged, the optimum nudging time in 2010 had a very good application, and only in Southwest (G) was the optimum nudging time different. When θ was nudged, nudging time of 3 h still showed the best effect on a whole, but in North China (B), East China (C), South China (D), and Southwest (G), the optimum nudging time was inconsistent with that in 2010. Specifically, when the nudging time in North China (B), East China (C), and Southwest (G) was 6 h and in South China (D) was 12 h, the effect was slightly better. When q was nudged, nudging time of 1 h was still best in most areas, but in Northeast (A), North China (B), and Northwest (E-F), the optimum nudging time was different from that in 2010. Considering the overall simulation of meteorological elements at sounding standard layers (Table 7) , as the same with the simulation of meteorological elements near the surface, when uv was nudged the nudging time was also desirably applicable, and the applicability was slightly poor in Tibet (H). When θ or q was nudged, the results obtained in 2010 were fully applicable. In general, certain universality existed in the referential nudging scheme based on simulated meteorological elements near the surface and at different vertical levels in the summer of 2010. Still, the simulations improved the most when nudging time was 1 h or 3 h for nudging uv, 3 h for nudging θ and 1 h for nudging q, but nudging schemes were variously applicable for different nudged variables, simulated areas and layers. Among the nudged variables, nudging strategy was universally applicable when uv was nudged. Among the concerned areas, the applicability of nudging scheme was better for the simulations in Northeast (A), East China (C), South China (D), East of Northwest (E), and Tibet (H). Between the surface and sounding standard layers, the scheme for the simulation of meteorological elements at sounding layers possessed better applicability.
Discussion and Conclusions
The grid nudging technique has been used extensively to prevent dynamical downscaling results from drifting away from the large-scale driving fields. However, the impact of nudging options (nudged variables, layers, and nudging time) and the choice of optimal nudging strategy over the mainland China remains scarce. In this paper, the performances of simulations with varying nudged variables, levels, and nudging time were compared. Using the WRF model as a RCM, 41 continuous sensitivity experiments with different nudging parameters from June to August 2009 and 2010 were evaluated when downscale the FNL data to a 30 km resolution over the mainland China. To compare the impact of nudged variables, this study applied the difference field analysis between the simulations in the absence of nudging and presence of nudging. Furthermore, RATE, ME, and CC were applied to quantify the effect of different nudged layers and nudging time.
Nudging tropospheric horizontal wind, temperature, or water vapor mixing ratio all influenced the simulation of meteorological elements near the surface and at 500 hPa. Of the three nudged variables, nudging tropospheric uv affected more variables. Except for a weak impact on the simulation of 500 hPa relative humidity, nudging uv significantly affected the simulation of other variables. Nudging θ had an obvious influence on the simulation of all meteorological elements except 500 hPa geopotential height and wind. Nudging q had more obvious influence on precipitation, relative humidity, and 500 hPa temperature, and barely affected other meteorological elements. Meanwhile, nudging q possessed obvious regional features. In the simulation of precipitation, 2 m temperature, relative humidity, and 500 hPa geopotential height, nudging q had a larger influence in Northeast (A).
Comparing the three nudged variables, nudging θ had the largest improvement to the simulation of meteorological elements, followed by nudging uv and nudging q. Furthermore, the adoption of nudging scheme showed more improvement to the simulation of meteorological elements in Eastern China (sub-regions A-D) than that in Western China (E-H). In view of the effect of different nudging time on the simulation of meteorological elements, the optimum nudging time was inconsistent for different areas and nudged variables. Overall, 1 h or 3 h was the optimal nudging time for nudging uv, while it was 3 h for nudging θ, and 1 h for nudging q. In view of the effect of different nudged levels, the optimum nudged level also relied on the areas and nudged variables. However, in general, the performance was best when the nudged level was above the PBL or 850 hPa for nudging uv or θ and above the PBL for nudging q; and performance was poorest when the nudged level was above 500 hPa.
Validation by using the simulation results of meteorological elements in summer 2009 found that the conclusions obtained from summer 2010 had good universality on the whole, despite not being fully applicable in some areas and only possessing referential significance. Specifically, among the nudged variables, the nudging scheme had the best application when uv was nudged; of the concerned areas, the applicability was better for the simulations in Northeast (A), East China (C), South China (D), East of Northwest (E), and Tibet (H); among the simulated layers, the simulation of meteorological elements at sounding standard layers had better applicability.
The significance of this optimum may be questioned, but there is a good chance that such optimum exists as expected from the previous studies [13, 17, 25, 26, 40] , and the optimal nudging time and nudged layers could be treated as a result of the balance of the representation of large-scale circulation and development of fine-scale fields. Moreover, an optimum nudging time of 3.4 h was found by Salameh [13] and 3 h by Omrani et al. [26] , which are very close to our results. When q is nudged, the optimal nudging time could be smaller than 1 h but this has not been investigated, in part due to the numerical instabilities produced for very small values of nudging time.
What should be pointed out is that, for the simulated near-surface meteorological elements, it was not suitable for the simulations in Tibet (H) to adopt nudging scheme and nudging q was not recommended in Northeast (A) and West of Northwest (F). Considering the reasons for the inapplicability of the nudging scheme, it may have due to the poor quality of the FNL data resulting from complex landform and sparse observation stations in these areas [41] [42] [43] . In addition, the nudging performance was worse than that in the Eastern China (A-D), which may share the same reason. Other possible reasons for poor performance in the Western China (E-H) are the inconsistent performance of physical options for each sub-region and the role of boundary forcing.
In fact, boundary forcing is stronger in Western China (E-H), where the circulation is coming, than that in the Eastern China (A-D).
The reason that nudging tropospheric uv or θ had more obvious improvement on the simulation of the meteorological elements, which was also found by Pohl et al. [25] and Omrani et al. [26] , may be that it directly affects the geopotential height and thus the synoptic-scale atmospheric circulation [26] , while q does not have large-scale features as strong as other fields and is poorly described in the FNL data. Without nudging, the WRF simulation was warmer than the observation at each vertical layer, and the results were consistent with the findings of Bowen et al. [17] and Omrani et al. [28] . The mechanism invoked in Omrani et al. [28] was that the increase in summer temperature corresponded to an atmospheric blocking situation created by the model artificially when nudging was not used. This hypothesis is also verified by the ME analysis of the simulated geopotential height at different levels (data not shown). Furthermore, a very consistent result was the overestimation of wind in the CTL, and was in good agreement with previous studies [20, 33, 44] , which believed that it was partly due to the poor representation of the unresolved topography. Gómez-Navarro et al. [20] pointed out that the bias could be reduced effectively by a change of PBL scheme, the use of nudging, and improvement of horizontal resolution. Through our experiments, the role of nudging is further verified. For simulated precipitation, a wet bias occurred in nearly all experiments and regions, especially in the CTL. Most summer rainfall over the mainland China is convective in nature, and related to mesoscale dynamics such as low-level jets and mesoscale convective systems. Moisture is also necessary to produce large precipitation totals. The over-development of fine-scale fields and excessive transmission caused by lack of constraint may be one of the reasons, which was confirmed by the finding of Miguez-Macho et al. [11] .
Our numerical experiments were based on only one model simulation covering a short period of 2× three months, and considered the behavior of single nudged variable in summer when various nudged levels and nudging time are adopted. However, the combination of different nudged variables, simulated time, model configuration (domain, resolution, and physical options), and even observational data may affect the performance of nudging. For all these factors, it is clear that the optimal nudging strategy of the WRF discussed in this study may not always produce the best results. Further research is required on setting the optimum nudging scheme for combination of different nudged variables, different model configuration, and other seasons. Furthermore, considering that the optimal nudging schemes are dependent on regions, nudged variables, and sometimes vary with simulated time, it must be honestly put that there may be no the best option in all variables and cases. In addition, for the reasons mentioned in the Introduction, only gird nudging is considered in this study, and a similar approach will be taken for spectral nudging in our future work.
